Unintended Consequences:
The Accidental Beauty of Dumpsters
By Linda Grashoff

No one – neither nature nor humans – sets out to create works of art by
interacting with dumpsters. Yet beauty arises there [see photos on the following
pages]. With help from oxygen and water, steel dumpsters take on the color
and character that rust imparts. Accidental battering of their sides with sharp
objects causes these vessels to develop surfaces of fine etchings. Other
collaborative forces are often at work. Aging and grease lighten or darken the
original paint finish. Cooperative algae contribute color and texture. Flowers and
leaves that didn’t follow the other contents into the dump truck remain to
decorate a dumpster’s internal walls. Almost-empty paint cans tossed casually,
even disdainfully, create additional salutary effects.
What are we to make of this? Perhaps the accidental beauty of dumpsters is
encouragement to notice what’s at hand. Maybe it is to tell us that we don’t
need to go to the mountains, the seashore, or art museums to find interesting
and beautiful things, that we needn’t spend money to satisfy our aesthetic
longings or to relieve stress and boredom. The means are everywhere. We might
need only to pay attention and exercise some minimal compositional skills with
our observations.
Yet it seems reasonable to be conflicted about seeing the bright side. Dumpsters
may exhibit beauty, but their proliferation is partly a consequence of humans’
having too much stuff, stuff that requires inevitable disposal. Is it ethical to
relish these instruments of collusion? Where do we draw the line between what’s
acceptable as the way the world works and what’s to be mourned, ameliorated,
or reversed? Should we, when we know that the larger picture is ugly, bad, or
evil (strip malls, strip mines, rampant consumerism, genocide), take heart that
beauty (color, line, music, compassion) is still possible? Does doing so
demonstrate resilience of the human spirit? Or does it reveal the human
corollary of an ostrich burying its head in sand?
Perhaps a dual approach is possible: Enjoy the detail, but keep in mind the
larger picture. Take appropriate action on both sides of the issue.
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Above: A lowly dumpster in Oberlin whose
interior wall is shown
at far left.
Top: Another Oberlin
dumpster’s floor.
Left: Two dumpster
exteriors in Sarasota,
Florida.

